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1 Introduction

In structural equation modeling, it is well known that latent variables must be given a scale
for the model to have a chance to be identified. In the literature, three different methods
for scaling latent factors are discussed: setting the loading of one indicator per factor to
unity (fixed marker method, also called unit loading identification, ULI), setting the latent
variables’ variances to unity (fixed factor method, also called unit variance identification,
UVI), and imposing the restriction that the average loading of every factor’s indicators equals
unity (effects coding method, Little et al., 2006). In applications, it may happen that the
result of testing hypotheses about the model parameters depends on the scaling method that
is employed to carry out the model estimations: for instance, a statistical test of the null
hypothesis whether two indicators load equally strongly on their respective factors may be
accepted when the fixed marker method is used, but the same hypothesis may be rejected
when the fixed factor method is used. This phenomenon, which has been introduced to the
literature by Steiger (2002), is called constraint interaction.

The reasons underlying constraint interaction have not yet been fully explored in the
literature. In order to close this gap, we revisit constraint interaction in the context of CFA
models and elaborate on the causes of this phenomenon.1 We find that constraint interaction
is intimately linked to the interpretation of parameter estimates under alternative scaling
methods, because the latter determine which population quantity model parameters actually
estimate. We therefore develop rules that show how to correctly interpret estimates of factor
loadings and other model parameters under alternative scaling methods. These rules are
not only important for understanding constraint interaction, they also help practitioners to
interpret estimated models correctly and to avoid pitfalls when drawing conclusions from
estimated model parameters.

Key to understanding constraint interaction is the fact that the quantities that model
parameters actually estimate depend on the scaling method used for achieving model identi-
fication. For instance, when testing equality of two loading parameters, a corresponding test
procedure using the fixed marker method for scaling the factors will actually test whether, in
the population, the ratios of the corresponding loadings over the marker variables’ loadings
coincide (Raykov et al., 2012). In contrast, when using the fixed factor method, trying to test
for identical loadings will in fact lead to testing whether the products of loading and factor
standard deviation are identical in the population. Therefore, constraint interaction occurs
because different hypotheses are tested empirically, although this fact does not become obvi-
ous to the researcher. For this reason, whenever researchers encounter constraint interaction
in practice, they should take great care in making sure how or whether at all the originally
intended hypothesis may be tested empirically.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we showcase the phenomenon of con-
straint interaction with the help of an example given by Kline (2016) and an example from a
longitudinal context. Section 3 studies which population quantities are estimated by model
parameters, depending on the scaling method employed. In Section 4, we investigate the
reasons behind constraint interaction, while Section 5 concludes.

1Constraint interaction may also appear in more general structural equation models. Studying these,
however, is beyond the scope of this paper.
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2 Constraint Interaction

In this section, the problem of constraint interaction will be exemplified in the context of
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). We first discuss a simple example on constraint interaction
given in Kline (2016, p. 336f). This example provides an illustration of constraint interaction
in the context of a two-factor model in which the hypothesis of the equality of two factor
loadings is tested using various scaling methods. As the initial example is rather simplistic,
we subsequently consider a longitudinal one-factor model with a larger number of manifest
indicators.

2.1 Constraint Interaction: A First Example

Kline (2016, p. 336f) considers a two-factor CFA model where the factors A and B have
two indicators each: the indicators of factor A are X1 and X2 and the indicators of factor
B are X3 and X4, as displayed by Figure 1. With this example, we introduce the notation
used throughout this paper: expressions using Latin letters refer to population quantities,
while expressions using Greek letters refer to model parameters which are estimated using
different scaling methods. Thus, A → Xi, Var(Ei), Var(A), Var(B), and Cov(A,B) refer to
the corresponding population quantities, while λi, Θii, ΦAA, ΦBB, and ΦAB refer to model
parameters (i = 1, . . . , 4).

A → X1 (λ1) A → X2 (λ2) B → X3 (λ3) B → X4 (λ4)

Var(E1) (Θ11) Var(E2) (Θ22) Var(E3) (Θ33) Var(E4) (Θ44)

Var(A) (ΦAA) Var(B) (ΦBB)

Cov(A, B) (ΦAB)

X1 X2 X3 X4

A B

FIGURE 1: Population quantities and their respective model parameters (in parentheses) for
the example by Kline (2016).

The question under scrutiny is whether, in the population, ’the unstandardized pattern
coefficients of X2 and X4 are equal’ (Kline, 2016, p. 336). We are thus interested in the
hypotheses

H0 : A→ X2 = B → X4 vs. H1 : A→ X2 6= B → X4. (1)

It is essential that the hypotheses in equation (1) are formulated in terms of the population
quantities A→ X2 and B → X4, as these are the fundamental, unobservable quantities about
which we want to draw conclusions, while λ2 and λ4 merely denote model parameters whose
values are estimated from the data at hand.
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Kline (2016, p. 336f) further specifies that from N = 200 data points, the covariance
matrix of the indicators X1, X2, X3, X4 was estimated as2

S =


25.00
7.20 9.00
3.20 2.00 4.00
2.00 1.25 1.20 4.00

 . (2)

For testing the hypotheses defined in (1), two nested CFA models are estimated: in the first
step, the original model is estimated imposing only a scaling condition, but without imposing
any restriction related with the null hypothesis H0 in (1) (’unrestricted estimation’). In the
second step, the restriction given by the null hypothesis H0 in (1) is additionally imposed
(’restricted estimation’), by adding the condition that λ2 must equal λ4, which is the direct
translation of the null hypothesis A → X2 = B → X4 in terms of model parameters. Thus,
when using the fixed marker method, λ1 and λ3 are fixed to unity under both the unrestricted
and restricted estimation, while the latter also comprises the condition that λ2 = λ4. In
contrast, when using the fixed factor method, ΦAA and ΦBB are fixed to unity under both
the unrestricted and restricted estimation, and the latter again also comprises the condition
that λ2 = λ4. Finally, for the effects coding method, both unrestricted and restricted model
estimation are carried out under the condition that both λ1+λ2

2
and λ3+λ4

2
are equal to unity,

and the restricted estimation additionally features the condition that λ2 = λ4.
Table 1 contains the fit indices for the unrestricted and restricted estimations:3 all un-

restricted models fit the data equally well, namely perfectly. In contrast, the results of the
restricted estimations show a different pattern: the restricted models under the fixed marker
and effects coding scaling indicate perfect model fit, whereas the restricted model under fixed
factor scaling indicates a very bad model fit, as can be seen from the significant χ2-statistics
as well as from the values of CFI, RMSEA, and SRMR.

In general, hypotheses about the equality of parameters can be tested by means of χ2-
difference tests as well as by investigating how much fit indices deteriorate when imposing the
equality constraint.4 Following this procedure, the χ2-difference tests and fit index differences
under the fixed marker and effects coding scaling provide empirical evidence in support of
the null hypothesis H0 given in (1). Thus, one would conclude that the population loadings
A→ X2 and B → X4 coincide. In contrast, the χ2-difference test and the fit index differences
under the fixed factor scaling provide empirical evidence against the null hypothesis H0 given
in (1). Consequently, one would conclude that H1 in (1) is better in accordance with the given
data and that A→ X2 is not equal to B → X4. The example at hand thus is a prototypical
example of constraint interaction, as introduced by Steiger (2002): the result of investigating
equality constraints depends on which method is used for scaling the factors.

2In all estimations below, S is interpreted as a maximum likelihood estimate of the covariance matrix, i.e.
as having been calculated using the number of data points in the denominator of the corresponding formula.

3Estimations were carried out using the freely available statistical software R, version 3.3.2, in combination
with package lavaan, version 0.5-22, see R Core Team (2016) and Rosseel (2012).

4For ease of exposition, we mainly focus on the χ2-difference-statistics and the corresponding p-values.
This does not cause any loss of generality, because constraint interaction emerges in exactly the same way
when changes of fit indices are used for testing equality constraints.
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TABLE 1

Fit measures of unrestricted and restricted estimation depending on alternative scaling
methods and the respective fit measures’ differences for the first example.

Model Fit Measure Marker Factor Effects

Unrestricted

χ2 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
df 1 1 1
p 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
CFI 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
RMSEA 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
SRMR 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

Restricted

χ2 0.00000 14.08728 0.00000
df 2 2 2
p 1.00000 0.00087 1.00000
CFI 1.00000 0.87958 1.00000
RMSEA 0.00000 0.17383 0.00000
SRMR 0.00000 0.09790 0.00000

Difference

∆χ2 0.00000 14.08728 0.00000
∆df 1 1 1
p 1.00000 0.00017 1.00000
∆CFI 0.00000 -0.12042 0.00000
∆RMSEA 0.00000 0.17383 0.00000
∆SRMR 0.00000 0.09790 0.00000

2.2 Constraint Interaction: A Second Example

As a second example for constraint interaction, we will now discuss a more complex model
containing a factor with four indicators, which in the context of longitudinal modeling is
observed twice over time. At time 1, factor A is denoted by A1 and measured by four
indicators, X11, X21, X31, and X41, while A’s unobservable value at time 2 is denoted by
A2 and analogously measured by four indicators, X12, X22, X32, and X42. As is common in
longitudinal modeling, errors belonging to repeated measurements are allowed to correlate, i.e.
E11 may correlate with E12, E21 with E22, E31 with E32, and E41 with E42. The corresponding
model is shown graphically in Figure 2. The question under scrutiny is whether the factor
loadings of the second indicators, X21 and X22, are equal in the population, i.e. we consider
the hypotheses

H0 : A1 → X21 = A2 → X22 vs. H1 : A1 → X21 6= A2 → X22. (3)

From N = 150 data points, the covariance matrix of the indicators X11, X21, X31, X41,
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A1 → X11 (λ11)

A1 → X21 (λ21)
A1 → X31 (λ31)

A1 → X41 (λ41)

A2 → X12 (λ12)

A2 → X22 (λ22)
A2 → X32 (λ32)

A2 → X42 (λ42)

Cov(E11, E12) (Θ11,12)
Cov(E21, E22) (Θ21,22) Cov(E31, E32) (Θ31,32)

Cov(E41, E42) (Θ41,42)

Var(E11) (Θ11,11) Var(E21) (Θ21,21) Var(E31) (Θ31,31) Var(E41) (Θ41,41) Var(E12) (Θ12,12) Var(E22) (Θ22,22) Var(E32) (Θ32,32) Var(E42) (Θ42,42)

Var(A1) (Φ11) Var(A2) (Φ22)

Cov(A1, A2) (Φ12)

X11 X21 X31 X41 X12 X22 X32 X42

A1 A2

FIGURE 2: Longitudinal CFA model with population quantities and their respective model
parameters (in parentheses).

X12, X22, X32, X42, was estimated as

S =



3.640
3.200 17.000
2.560 12.800 14.240
1.600 8.000 6.400 6.000
1.160 4.800 3.840 2.400 27.000
0.960 5.300 3.840 2.400 25.000 32.000
0.768 3.840 3.322 1.920 20.000 20.000 17.000
0.384 1.920 1.536 1.460 10.000 10.000 8.000 12.000


. (4)

The procedure for testing (3) is the same as in the first example above: estimating the
unrestricted and restricted version of the model under different scaling methods and analyzing
the fit’s worsening due to imposing the restriction, Figure 2 displays which parameters are
used for these estimations. With respect to available scaling methods, there are now at least
three versions of the fixed marker method, because each factor has four indicators: we can
use the first, third, and fourth indicators as marker variables. Thus, when using the first
indicators as marker variables, the restrictions λ11 = 1 and λ12 = 1 are used, while λ31 and
λ32 (λ41 and λ42) are set to unity when the third (fourth) indicators take the role of marker
variables.5 The fixed factor method is characterized by imposing the restrictions Φ11 = 1 and

5Of course, one may also use for instance the first indicator, X11, for scaling the first factor, A1, while
using the third indicator, X32, for scaling the second factor, A2. Such a ’mixed’ choice of marker variables,
however, is rarely used in practice. We thus refrain from including these variants, although it would be
perfectly possible to do so.
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Φ22 = 1, while the effects coding method constrains λ11+...+λ41
4

and λ12+...+λ42
4

to unity. For all

scaling methods, the restricted model for testing the null hypothesis A1 → X21
?
= A2 → X22

is derived from the unrestricted one by adding the constraint λ21 = λ22.
Summaries of the estimation results for the unrestricted models are provided in the upper

part of Table 2: for all five alternative scalings, the χ2-statistics as well as CFI, RMSEA, and
SRMR indicate a perfect model fit. Thus, the results of the unrestricted model with respect
to fit measures do not depend on the scaling method.

TABLE 2

Fit measures of unrestricted and restricted estimation depending on alternative scaling
methods and the respective fit measures’ differences for the second example.

Model Fit Measure Marker 1 Marker 3 Marker 4 Factor Effects

Unrestricted

χ2 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
df 15 15 15 15 15
p 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
CFI 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
RMSEA 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
SRMR 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

Restricted

χ2 145.54167 0.00000 2.72338 5.58214 26.66053
df 16 16 16 16 16
p 0.00000 1.00000 0.99991 0.99201 0.04541
CFI 0.85774 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.98829
RMSEA 0.23233 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.06665
SRMR 0.24422 0.00000 0.03242 0.09026 0.07406

Difference

∆χ2 145.54167 0.00000 2.72338 5.58214 26.66053
∆df 1 1 1 1 1
p 0.00000 1.00000 0.09889 0.01814 0.00000
∆CFI -0.14226 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.01171
∆RMSEA 0.23233 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.06665
∆SRMR 0.24422 0.00000 0.03242 0.09026 0.07406

The results of estimating the restricted model are displayed in the middle part of Table 2:
the results of the restricted estimation are inconsistent and depend on the used scaling method.
With respect to the fixed marker scaling, using the first indicators as markers indicates a very
bad model fit, while using the third indicators as markers indicates perfect model fit. Using
the fourth indicators as markers, the restricted model shows a nearly perfect model fit. Under
the fixed factor scaling, the restricted model also displays a very good model fit. In case of
the effects coding scaling, the evaluation of the model fit using the χ2-statistic depends on the
nominal significance level: using the 5%-level, one would reject the restricted model, whereas
one would accept it when using a 1%-significance level.

Consequently, the results of the nested-model comparisons also differ, revealing that con-
straint interaction occurs in this example, too: there is extremely strong empirical evidence
against the null hypothesis H0 of loading equality given in equation (3) when the first indi-
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cators are used as marker variables, while the data are perfectly in line with this hypothesis
when the third indicators are used as markers. Between those two extremes, using the fourth
indicators as markers produces a p value of 0.098 and leads to accepting the null hypothesis
at common significance levels of 5% or 1%, while the decision about the hypotheses in case
of fixed factor scaling depends on the nominal significance level, due to a p value of 0.01814.
Finally, if the effects coding scaling is used, there is evidence against the null hypothesis,
albeit not as strong as when the first indicators are used as markers.

Overall, the example thus proves that constraint interaction may occur also in longitudinal
studies and that it is not restricted to simplistic models like the one in the first example. To
the contrary, constraint interaction is quite likely to occur in many applications of CFA (and
more general in structural equation models) in practice.6

3 Interpreting Estimated Model Parameters under Dif-

ferent Scaling Methods

In order to lay the ground for explaining the reasons behind constraint interaction, this section
is devoted to studying how different scaling methods affect which population quantities (or
transformations thereof) model parameters actually estimate. To this end, we first reconsider
the initial example of a two-factor CFA with two indicators per factor, as this example is
the less complex one. Building on the results obtained for the simpler case, we then proceed
by studying the much more general example of four indicators per factor in a longitudinal
context.

3.1 Reconsidering the first example

Table 3 shows, for the unrestricted model, the estimated parameter values of loadings, factor
(co-)variances, and residual variances. Both estimated loadings and (co-)variances of the
factors change when the scaling method is altered, while the estimated residual variances of
the indicators are invariant to the scaling method. Thus, only the residual variances can be
interpreted ’as is’, i.e. without taking into account which scaling method has been applied.

With respect to loading parameters, Newsom (2015) shows how the values obtained under
the fixed marker scaling are related to the corresponding values under fixed factor scaling:
for instance, multiplying a loading’s value calculated using the fixed factor method by the
square root of the variance parameter’s value for the fixed factor scaling produces the loading’s
value obtained under the fixed marker method (Newsom, 2015, Formula 1.5). Similarly, the
estimated loading under the fixed marker method can be obtained as the ratio of the values
of the loading of interest and the loading of the referent indicator, where the latter loadings
are calculated using the fixed factor scaling (Newsom, 2015, Formula 1.5). Table 4 presents
the estimated values for these (and other) transformations of model parameters, for all three
scaling methods:7 it becomes evident that the method of scaling does not impact the values

6We will elaborate on the reasons for the likely occurrence of constraint interaction in practice in section 4
below.

7Table 4 and other lengthy tables have been relegated to Appendix 2.
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TABLE 3

Estimated model parameters for first example (unrestricted model), depending on alternative
scaling methods.

Fixed Marker Fixed Factor Effects Coding

λ1 1.00000 3.39411 1.23077
λ2 0.62500 2.12132 0.76923
λ3 1.00000 1.38564 1.23077
λ4 0.62500 0.86603 0.76923

ΦAA 11.52000 1.00000 7.60500
ΦBB 1.92000 1.00000 1.26750
ΦAB 3.20000 0.68041 2.11250

Θ11 13.48000 13.48000 13.48000
Θ22 4.50000 4.50000 4.50000
Θ33 2.08000 2.08000 2.08000
Θ44 3.25000 3.25000 3.25000

estimated for these transformations of parameters, i.e. the corresponding values are invariant
of the scaling method employed. As a result, these transformations of model parameters
can be interpreted ’as is’: for instance, the ratio of two loading parameters measures the
corresponding ratio of population quantities, e.g., λ2

λ1
estimates A→X2

A→X1
. Table 4 can therefore

be used to derive which transformations of population quantities are actually estimated by
model parameters, depending on the respective scaling method.

With regard to the fixed marker scaling, Table 4 reveals that the ratios λ2
λ1

and λ4
λ3

do not
depend on the scaling method. Therefore, they always estimate their corresponding popula-
tion counterpart, i.e. λ2

λ1
and λ4

λ3
always estimate A→X2

A→X1
and B→X4

B→X3
, respectively, regardless of

which scaling method is used. As a consequence, under the fixed marker method, λ2 and λ4
are estimates of these quantities, due to fixing λ1 and λ3 to unity. Put differently, using X1 as
marker variable leads to λ2 = λ2

1
= λ2

λ1
estimating the ratio of X2’s and X1’s loading on factor

A, and choosing X3 for scaling factor B entails that λ4 = λ4
1

= λ4
λ3

estimates the ratio of X4’s
and X3’s loading on factor B. The general rule for estimated factor loadings under the fixed
marker scaling is that they estimate the ratio between an indicator’s loading and that of the
marker indicator, as also observed by Raykov et al. (2012). Following this rule, the correct
interpretation of λ2 = 0.625 under the fixed marker method is not that ”X2’s factor loading
on A is 0.625”, but that ”X2 loads on A 0.625 as much as does X1”.

Concerning the fixed factor scaling, Table 4 shows that the terms ΦAAλ
2
1, ΦBBλ

2
3, and

ΦABλ1λ3 do not depend on the scaling method. Therefore, they are estimates of Var(A) ·
(A→ X1)

2, Var(B) · (B → X3)
2, and Cov(A,B) · (A→ X1) · (B → X3), respectively. Fur-

thermore, these are exactly the quantities that ΦAA, ΦBB, and ΦAB estimate when X1 and
X3 are used as marker variables for A and B, as then λ1 = 1 and λ3 = 1. Therefore, un-
der the fixed marker method, the correct interpretation of an estimated factor variance, e.g.
ΦAA = ΦAA · 12 = ΦAAλ

2
1 = 11.52, is not that ”factor A’s variance is 11.52”, but that ”the

product of factor A’s variance and its marker variable’s squared loading is 11.52”. Corre-
spondingly, the correct interpretation of ΦAB = ΦAB · 1 · 1 = ΦABλ1λ3 = 3.2 under the fixed
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marker method is that ”the product of the covariance of factors A and B and the loadings of
their marker variables equals 3.2”.

Table 4 also shows that λ1
√

ΦAA, λ2
√

ΦAA, λ3
√

ΦBB, and λ4
√

ΦBB estimate the quantities
(A→ X1) ·

√
Var(A), (A→ X2) ·

√
Var(A), (B → X3) ·

√
Var(B), and (B → X4) ·

√
Var(B),

irrespective of the scaling method. Under the fixed factor method, therefore, Tables 3 and 4
taken together show that the model parameters for the factor loadings, λ1 = λ1

√
1 = λ1

√
ΦAA,

λ2 = λ2
√

1 = λ2
√

ΦAA, λ3 = λ3
√

1 = λ3
√

ΦBB, and λ4 = λ4
√

1 = λ4
√

ΦBB, estimate the
population quantities (A→ X1) ·

√
Var(A), (A→ X2) ·

√
Var(A), (B → X3) ·

√
Var(B), and

(B → X4) ·
√

Var(B). Thus, the correct interpretation of λ1 = λ1
√

1 = λ1
√

ΦAA = 3.39411
under the fixed factor method is not that ”X1’s factor loading on A is 3.39411”, but that ”the
product of X1’s factor loading on A and A’s standard deviation is 3.39411”. Furthermore,
Tables 3 and 4 show the well-known fact that ΦAB estimates the correlation of A and B when
the fixed factor method is used.

With regard to the effects coding scaling, Table 4 shows that λ1, λ2, λ3, and λ4 estimate the
quantities A→X1

(A→X1)+(A→X2)
2

, A→X2
(A→X1)+(A→X2)

2

, B→X3
(B→X3)+(B→X4)

2

, and B→X4
(B→X3)+(B→X4)

2

, respectively. Thus,

the correct interpretation of λ1 = λ1
1

= λ1
λ1+λ2

2

= 1.23077 when using effects coding is not that

”X1’s factor loading on A is 1.23077”, but that ”the ratio of X1’s factor loading on A and A’s
indicators’ average loading is 1.23077” or, put differently, that ”X1 loads 23.077% stronger on
A than A’s average indicator does”. Furthermore, Table 4 reveals that, under effects coding,
ΦAA and ΦBB estimate the product of A and B’s variance and the squared average loading
corresponding to that factor, respectively, while ΦAB estimates the covariance between factors
A and B multiplied by these factors’ average loadings.

For the reader’s convenience, all the interpretations given above are summarized in Table 9
in the appendix.

3.2 Reconsidering the second example

We now turn our attention to interpreting the estimated parameters in the more complex
longitudinal model featuring one factor with four indicators measured twice over time. Again,
we find that the estimated values for the loading parameters, λj1, λj2 (j = 1, . . . , 4), as
well as those for the factors’ (co-)variances, Φ11,Φ22,Φ12, strongly depend on the scaling
method, see Table 5. In contrast, residual variances and covariances of indicators are invariant
to changes of the scaling method, the corresponding parameters Θj1,j1, Θj2,j2, and Θj1,j2

(j = 1, . . . , 4) thus estimate the corresponding population (co-)variances of the error terms,
Var(Ej1), Var(Ej2), and Cov(Ej1, Ej2) (j = 1, . . . , 4).

Combining the contents of Tables 6 and 7 with Table 5 shows which quantities the loading
parameters estimate under different scaling methods: when the first indicators are used as
marker variables, λj1 =

λj1
1

=
λj1
λ11

and λj2 =
λj2
1

=
λj2
λ12

estimate the ratios
A1→Xj1
A1→X11

and
A2→Xj2
A2→X12

(j = 1, . . . , 4), respectively. Similarly, when the third (fourth) indicators are used as marker

variables, λj1 and λj2 estimate
A1→Xj1
A1→X31

and
A2→Xj2
A2→X32

(
A1→Xj1
A1→X41

and
A2→Xj2
A2→X42

) for j = 1, . . . , 4.
In general, thus, when the i-th indicators take the role of marker variables, the j-th loading
parameters estimate the ratios

A1→Xj1
A1→Xi1 and

A2→Xj2
A2→Xi2 . Therefore, for instance, the appropriate

interpretation of λ21 = 5 when the first indicator is used as marker variable is given by ”X21

loads five times as strong on factor A1 than X11 does”.
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With respect to the fixed factor method, Tables 6 and 7 in combination with Table 5
reveal that the loading parameters λj1 = λj1 · 1 = λj1 ·

√
Φ11 and λj2 = λj2 · 1 = λj2 ·

√
Φ22

in this case estimate (A1 → Xj1) ·
√

Var(A1) and (A2 → Xj2) ·
√

Var(A2) (j = 1, . . . , 4).
The general rule for the interpretation of estimated loading parameters under the fixed factor
method thus is that they estimate the product of the corresponding loading quantity in the
population and the corresponding factor’s standard deviation.

For effects coding, Tables 5-7 show that the loading parameters λj1 =
λj1
1

=
λj1

λ11+...+λ41
4

and

λj2 =
λj2
1

=
λj2

λ12+...+λ42
4

actually estimate the ratios
A1→Xj1

(A1→X11)+...+(A1→X41)
4

and
A2→Xj2

(A2→X12)+...+(A2→X42)
4

(j = 1, . . . , 4). Introducing the notations A1 → X•1 and A2 → X•2 for the average load-

ings (A1→X11)+...+(A1→X41)
4

and (A2→X12)+...+(A2→X42)
4

corresponding to A1 and A2, this can be

rephrased as λj1 and λj2 estimating
A1→Xj1
A1→X•1

and
A2→Xj2
A2→X•2

. When effects coding is used for
identification, estimated loading parameters hence describe by how much an indicator loads
on a factor relative to how much that factor’s indicators load on average.

Combining Table 8 with Table 5 allows to infer which quantities are actually estimated by
Φ11,Φ22,Φ12, the parameters for latent variances (co-)variances: when the i-th indicator takes
the role of the marker variable, they estimate Var(A1) · (A1 → Xi1)

2, Var(A2) · (A2 → Xi2)
2,

and Cov(A1, A2) · (A1 → Xi1) · (A2 → Xi2), respectively. Under the fixed factor method,
Φ11 and Φ22 are fixed to unity, while Φ12 estimates Corr(A1, A2), the correlation between A1

and A2. Finally, when effects coding is used, the latent (co-)variance parameters measure

Var(A1) · A1 → X•1
2
, Var(A2) · A2 → X•2

2
, and Cov(A1, A2) · A1 → X•1 · A2 → X•2.

For the reader’s convenience, all the interpretations given above are summarized in Ta-
ble 10 in the appendix.

4 Explaining Constraint Interaction

We first explain the reasons behind the constraint interaction in the first example and then
turn our attention to the second, more complex example.

4.1 Explaining the first example

Recall from above that we are interested in testing whether the population loadings A→ X2

and B → X4 coincide and that this hypothesis is investigated by imposing the condition
λ2 = λ4 when estimating the so-called restricted model. Building on the results from the
previous section, we now know that λ2 and λ4 measure different quantities, depending on
the scaling method: for the fixed marker method, they estimate A→X2

A→X1
and B→X4

B→X3
, for the

fixed factor method, they estimate (A → X2) ·
√

Var(A) and (B → X4) ·
√

Var(B), and for
effects coding, they measure A→X2

(A→X1)+(A→X2)
2

and B→X4
(B→X3)+(B→X4)

2

. By estimating the restricted

model which enforces λ2 = λ4, the null hypothesis actually tested thus depends on the scaling
method! Actually, we test

H0 :
A→ X2

A→ X1

=
B → X4

B → X3

vs. H1 :
A→ X2

A→ X1

6= B → X4

B → X3

(5)
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in case of the fixed marker method,

H0 :(A→ X2) ·
√

Var(A) = (B → X4) ·
√

Var(B) vs.

H1 :(A→ X2) ·
√

Var(A) 6= (B → X4) ·
√

Var(B)
(6)

in case of the fixed factor method, and

H0 :
A→ X2

(A→X1)+(A→X2)
2

=
B → X4

(B→X3)+(B→X4)
2

vs. H1 :
A→ X2

(A→X1)+(A→X2)
2

6= B → X4

(B→X3)+(B→X4)
2

(7)
in case of effects coding.

While it is easy to show that equations (5) and (7) are equivalent8, it is obvious that
equation (6) is not equivalent to the former two equations, because equation (6) is the only
equation in which the standard deviations of A and B appear. It is thus no coincidence that

the results of testing A→ X2
?
= B → X4 are identical for the fixed marker and effects coding

methods, while the results for the fixed factor method are strongly different from those: the
first two methods test whether the equivalent equations (5) and (7) hold, while the latter
tests equation (6).

The key to understanding constraint interaction is the fact that equations (5), (6), and
(7) are different implementations of equation (1): when using the fixed marker method, (5) is
tested, when using the fixed factor method, (6) is tested, and when using the effects coding
method, (7) is tested.

It is easy to see that the null hypotheses of the equivalent equations (5) and (7) can be
rewritten as A→X2

B→X4
= A→X1

B→X3
, while the null hypothesis of equation (6) can be rewritten as

A→X2

B→X4
=

√
Var(B)√
Var(A)

. These two hypotheses are the more different, the more A→X1

B→X3
and

√
Var(B)√
Var(A)

are different, or equivalently, the more
A→X1
B→X3√
Var(B)√
Var(A)

=
(A→X1)·

√
Var(A)

(B→X3)·
√

Var(B)
diverges from 1. As a result,

constraint interaction is the more likely to occur, the more
(A→X1)·

√
Var(A)

(B→X3)·
√

Var(B)
is different from 1.

The numerator of this expression, (A→ X1) ·
√

Var(A), is the quantity that is estimated by

λ1 under the fixed factor method, while the denominator, (B → X3) ·
√

Var(B), is estimated
by λ3 in that case, see the previous section. From Table 3, we thus find that, in this example,
(A→X1)·

√
Var(A)

(B→X3)·
√

Var(B)
is estimated by 3.39411

1.38564
= 2.44949� 1, resulting in strong constraint interaction

due to quite different hypotheses being tested.

4.2 Explaining the second example

We now investigate the reasons behind constraint interaction in the more complex CFA model
with a factor with four indicators measured twice in a longitudinal context. Recall that the null
hypothesis under consideration is A1 → X21 = A2 → X22, which is investigated by enforcing

8See Appendix 1. This equivalence of the results under the fixed marker method and effects coding is due
to the fact that the corresponding factors have only two indicators. For the more complex example with four
indicators per factor, such an equivalence does not hold, see below.
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λ21 = λ22 when estimating the restricted model. From the previous section, however, we now
know that λ21 and λ22 measure different quantities, depending on the scaling method: when
the first indicators are used as marker variables, they estimate A1→X21

A1→X11
and A2→X22

A2→X12
, when

the third indicators are used as marker variables, they estimate A1→X21

A1→X31
and A2→X22

A2→X32
, when

the fourth indicators are used as marker variables, they estimate A1→X21

A1→X41
and A2→X22

A2→X42
, for the

fixed factor method, they estimate (A1 → X21) ·
√

Var(A1) and (A2 → X22) ·
√

Var(A2),
and for effects coding, they measure A1→X21

A1→X•1
and A2→X21

A2→X•2
. By estimating the restricted model

which enforces λ21 = λ22, the null hypothesis actually tested therefore depends on the scaling
method. More precisely, we test

H0 :
A1 → X21

A1 → X11

=
A2 → X22

A2 → X12

vs. H1 :
A1 → X21

A1 → X11

6= A2 → X22

A2 → X12

(8)

when using the first indicators as marker variables,

H0 :
A1 → X21

A1 → X31

=
A2 → X22

A2 → X32

vs. H1 :
A1 → X21

A1 → X31

6= A2 → X22

A2 → X32

(9)

when using the third indicators as marker variables,

H0 :
A1 → X21

A1 → X41

=
A2 → X22

A2 → X42

vs. H1 :
A1 → X21

A1 → X41

6= A2 → X22

A2 → X42

(10)

when using the fourth indicators as marker variables,

H0 :(A1 → X21) ·
√

Var(A1) = (A2 → X22) ·
√

Var(A2) vs.

H1 :(A1 → X21) ·
√

Var(A1) 6= (A2 → X22) ·
√

Var(A2)
(11)

in case of the fixed factor method, and

H0 :
A1 → X21

A1 → X•1
=

A2 → X22

A2 → X•2
vs. H1 :

A1 → X21

A1 → X•1
6= A2 → X22

A2 → X•2
(12)

in case of effects coding.
It is easy to see that the null hypotheses in equations (8)-(11) are equivalent to A1→X21

A2→X22
=

A1→X11

A2→X12
, A1→X21

A2→X22
= A1→X31

A2→X32
, A1→X21

A2→X22
= A1→X41

A2→X42
, and A1→X21

A2→X22
=

√
Var(A2)√
Var(A1)

, respectively. In

Appendix 1, we show that equation (12) is equivalent to

H0 :
A1 → X21

A2 → X22

=
(A1 → X11) + (A1 → X31) + (A1 → X41)

(A2 → X12) + (A2 → X32) + (A2 → X42)
vs.

H1 :
A1 → X21

A2 → X22

6= (A1 → X11) + (A1 → X31) + (A1 → X41)

(A2 → X12) + (A2 → X32) + (A2 → X42)
.

(13)

The five terms against which A1→X21

A2→X22
is compared, A1→X11

A2→X12
, A1→X31

A2→X32
, A1→X41

A2→X42
,

√
Var(A2)√
Var(A1)

, and

(A1→X11)+(A1→X31)+(A1→X41)
(A2→X12)+(A2→X32)+(A2→X42)

, are all different, except for rare cases where some of these terms
may happen to coincide. As a consequence, the five null hypotheses tested under different
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scaling methods are typically all different, too, leading to the five χ2-difference statistics
in Table 2 deviating from each other. The constraint interaction discussed at the end of
subsection 2.2 can thus be explained as follows: the highly significant χ2-difference statistics
obtained when using the first indicators as marker variables or when choosing the effects
coding scaling indicate that the data speaks extremely strongly against the actually tested
null hypotheses in equations (8) and (12), respectively. Furthermore, the data speaks rather
strongly against the null hypothesis in equation (11), the hypothesis related to the fixed factor
scaling, while the data is more or less in accord with the null hypothesis in equation (10),
the hypothesis related to using the fourth indicators as marker variables. Finally, the data is
perfectly in line with the null hypothesis in equation (9), the hypothesis actually being tested
when choosing the third indicators as marker variables.

It is also possible to explain the amount by which the results vary according to the scaling
methods employed: while the null hypothesis in equation (8) is equivalent to testing the null
hypothesis A1→X21

A2→X22
= A1→X11

A2→X12
, the null hypothesis in equation (9) is equivalent to investigating

the null hypothesis A1→X21

A2→X22
= A1→X31

A2→X32
= A1→X31

A1→X11
· A2→X12

A2→X32
· A1→X11

A2→X12
. The difference between

these two hypotheses stems from the term A1→X31

A1→X11
· A2→X12

A2→X32
, which according to Tables 6

and 7 is estimated by 4 · 1.25 = 5� 1, rendering hypotheses (8) and (9) extremely different.
As a result, using the first indicators as marker variables leads to diametrically opposed
results as compared to choosing the third indicators as marker variables. In contrast, there
is a rather small discrepancy between the results obtained when using the third and fourth
indicators as marker variables, respectively, which can be explained as follows: the difference
between the corresponding hypotheses in equations (9) and (10) can be attributed to the term
A1→X31

A1→X41
· A2→X42

A2→X32
, which according to Tables 6 and 7 is estimated by 1.6 · 0.5 = 0.8 ≈ 1. This

leads to a detectable, but moderate difference between hypotheses (9) and (10).

4.3 Avoiding Constraint Interaction?

The two examples discussed above have something peculiar in common. In both cases, differ-
ent scaling methods lead to different hypotheses actually being tested, but none of the tested
hypotheses is exactly equal or at least equivalent to the hypothesis that should originally be
tested: in fact, none of the three scaling methods in the first example leads to the original
hypothesis (1) being tested, and none of the five different scaling methods in the second ex-
ample actually tests the original hypothesis (3). In view of this striking fact, the following
question arises: is it possible to somehow cleverly design a scaling method whose use enables
one to actually test the original hypotheses (1) and (3)? Unfortunately, the answer to this
question is negative: it is impossible to empirically test the hypotheses (1) and (3).

In the following, we will explain in detail why it is impossible to empirically test whether
the population loadings A → X2 and B → X4 coincide in the first example.9 To this end,
recall the fundamental principle underlying any statistical procedure for testing hypotheses:
from observing sample data, one gains information about the distribution of the observed
variables and uses this information to make a decision between the null hypothesis and the
alternative. Such a decision is obviously only possible if the distribution of the data under the

9Completely analogous reasoning shows why it is impossible to empirically test whether A1 → X21 and
A2 → X22 coincide in the second example.
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null hypothesis is different from the data’s distribution under the alternative, as otherwise
the data are in no way informative with respect to telling apart the null and alternative
hypotheses. For the example at hand, however, we show in Appendix 1 that the model-
implied covariance matrix is identical for two different set of population quantities, of which
one fulfills the null hypothesis A → X2 = B → X4, while for the other A → X2 6= B → X4.
As they share the model-implied covariance matrix, both these sets of population quantities
imply the same distribution of the manifest variables, making it impossible to tell these
sets apart by observing the sample data. As a result, it is impossible to test the original
hypothesis (1) based on observations of the manifest variables X1, . . . , X4.

5 Conclusion

By revisiting constraint interaction in the context of CFA models, this paper elaborates on
the reasons underlying constraint interaction. In particular, constraint interaction is found to
emerge both in conventional and longitudinal contexts as well as in examples with reasonable
numbers of indicators per factor. The reason behind constraint interaction is that different
scaling methods lead to different hypotheses being tested empirically. In order to find out
which hypotheses are actually tested, it is essential to know how estimates of model parameters
must be interpreted depending on the method used for scaling the factors. While estimates of
residual variances and covariances do not depend on the scaling method and always measure
their population counterpart, estimates of factor loadings and latent variances and covariances
are sensitive to the choice of scaling method, measuring different transformations of population
quantities when the scaling method is altered. When the fixed marker method is used, the
marker variable’s loading in the population appears in some form in what other indicators’
loading parameters estimate as well as in what is measured by the corresponding latent
factor’s estimated variances and covariances. Under the fixed factor method, the standard
deviation of the latent factor affects estimated factor loadings, while the effects coding method
is characterized by the population value of the latent factor’s average loading appearing both
in estimated loadings and estimated latent variances and covariances.

In line with Steiger (2002), we recommend that researchers should be very careful about
the scaling methods to be used and the interpretation of estimated values of model param-
eters. When the fixed marker method is employed, an estimated loading parameter must
be interpreted as an estimate of the ratio of the interesting loading over the corresponding
marker variable’s loading, while loading parameters estimated under the fixed factor method
must be interpreted as estimates of the product of the loading of interest and the correspond-
ing factor’s standard deviation. Finally, when scaling is done via the effects coding method,
an estimated loading parameter measures the ratio of the loading of interest to the average
loading of the corresponding factor’s indicators.

An important insight of this paper is that constraint interaction appears when trying to
test an hypothesis that can not be tested empirically. In that case, empirical test procedures
will not test the given hypothesis as originally intended, but only a somehow related hypothesis
whose exact form depends on the method used for scaling the involved factor(s). Therefore,
whenever constraint interaction appears in practice, this should be taken as a serious warning
which indicates that one tries to test an hypothesis that can not be tested by using the model
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at hand.
In contrast, the phenomenon of constraint interaction may be helpful for detecting hy-

potheses that can not be tested empirically. When in doubt whether the hypothesis under
consideration is empirically testable, researchers may conduct several tests of this hypothesis
using different scaling methods: if the results vary with the scaling method and constraint in-
teraction is thus present, one can conclude that the hypothesis under investigation is actually
not empirically testable.
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Appendix 1

Equivalence of formulas (5) and (7)

The following derivations show that the null hypothesis A→X2
(A→X1)+(A→X2)

2

= B→X4
(B→X3)+(B→X4)

2

is

equivalent to the null hypothesis A→X2

A→X1
= B→X4

B→X3
:

A→ X2

(A→X1)+(A→X2)
2

=
B → X4

(B→X3)+(B→X4)
2

⇔ A→ X2

(A→ X1) + (A→ X2)
=

B → X4

(B → X3) + (B → X4)

⇔ (A→ X2) ·
(
(B → X3) + (B → X4)

)
= (B → X4) ·

(
(A→ X1) + (A→ X2)

)
⇔ (A→ X2) · (B → X3) = (A→ X1) · (B → X4)

⇔ A→ X2

A→ X1

=
B → X4

B → X3

.

Equivalence of formulas (12) and (13)

The following derivations show that the null hypothesis A1→X21

A1→X•1
= A2→X22

A2→X•2
is equivalent to the

null hypothesis A1→X21

A2→X22
= (A1→X11)+(A1→X31)+(A1→X41)

(A2→X12)+(A2→X32)+(A2→X42)
.

A1 → X21

A1 → X•1
=

A2 → X22

A2 → X•2

⇔ A1 → X21

(A1→X11)+...+(A1→X41)
4

=
A2 → X22

(A2→X12)+...+(A2→X42)
4

⇔ A1→X21

(A1→X11)+...+(A1→X41)
= A2→X22

(A2→X12)+...+(A2→X42)

⇔ (A1→X21)·
(
(A2→X12)+...+(A2→X42)

)
= (A2→X22)·

(
(A1→X11)+...+(A1→X41)

)
⇔ (A1→X21)·

(
(A2→X12)+(A2→X32)+(A2→X42)

)
= (A2→X22)·

(
(A1→X11)+(A1→X31)+(A1→X41)

)
⇔ A1 → X21

A2 → X22

=
(A1 → X11) + (A1 → X31) + (A1 → X41)

(A2 → X12) + (A2 → X32) + (A2 → X42)
.

Details of calculating the model-implied covariance matrix

Let population loadings, latent (co-)variances, and residual variances be given by the entries
of Table 3’s first column, i.e. by

Λ =


A→ X1 0
A→ X2 0

0 B → X3

0 B → X4

 =


1 0

0.625 0
0 1
0 0.625

 ,
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Φ =

(
Var(A) Cov(A,B)

Cov(A,B) Var(B)

)
=

(
11.52 3.2
3.2 1.92

)
,

Θ =


Var(E1) 0 0 0

0 Var(E2) 0 0
0 0 Var(E3) 0
0 0 0 Var(E4)

 =


13.48 0 0 0

0 4.5 0 0
0 0 2.08 0
0 0 0 3.25

 .

Then the corresponding model-implied covariance matrix, ΛΦΛ′ + Θ (e.g., Bollen, 1989),
coincides with the matrix S as given by equation (2).

Alternatively, let the corresponding matrices be derived from the quantities of Table 3’s
second column, i.e. by

Λ =


A→ X1 0
A→ X2 0

0 B → X3

0 B → X4

 =


3.39411 0
2.12132 0

0 1.38564
0 0.86603

 ,

Φ =

(
Var(A) Cov(A,B)

Cov(A,B) Var(B)

)
=

(
1 0.68041

0.68041 1

)
,

Θ =


Var(E1) 0 0 0

0 Var(E2) 0 0
0 0 Var(E3) 0
0 0 0 Var(E4)

 =


13.48 0 0 0

0 4.5 0 0
0 0 2.08 0
0 0 0 3.25

 .

Then – up to rounding imprecision – the corresponding model-implied covariance matrix,
ΛΦΛ′ + Θ, coincides with the matrix S as given by equation (2).
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Appendix 2

TABLE 4

Estimated combinations of model parameters for first example (unrestricted model), depend-
ing on alternative scaling methods.

Fixed Marker Fixed Factor Effects Coding

λ2
λ1

0.62500 0.62500 0.62500

λ4
λ3

0.62500 0.62500 0.62500

λ1
√

ΦAA 3.39411 3.39411 3.39411

λ2
√

ΦAA 2.12132 2.12132 2.12132

λ3
√

ΦBB 1.38564 1.38564 1.38564

λ4
√

ΦBB 0.86603 0.86603 0.86603

λ1
(λ1 + λ2)/2

1.23077 1.23077 1.23077

λ2
(λ1 + λ2)/2

0.76923 0.76923 0.76923

λ3
(λ3 + λ4)/2

1.23077 1.23077 1.23077

λ4
(λ3 + λ4)/2

0.76923 0.76923 0.76923

ΦAAλ
2
1 11.52000 11.52000 11.52000

ΦBBλ
2
3 1.92000 1.92000 1.92000

ΦABλ1λ3 3.20000 3.20000 3.20000

ΦAB√
ΦAAΦBB

0.68041 0.68041 0.68041

ΦAA ·
(
λ1 + λ2

2

)2

7.60500 7.60500 7.60500

ΦBB ·
(
λ3 + λ4

2

)2

1.26750 1.26750 1.26750

ΦAB ·
λ1 + λ2

2
· λ3 + λ4

2
2.11250 2.11250 2.11250
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TABLE 5

Estimated model parameters for second example (unrestricted model), depending on alterna-
tive scaling methods.

Marker 1 Marker 3 Marker 4 Factor Effects

λ11 1.000 0.250 0.400 0.800 0.320

λ21 5.000 1.250 2.000 4.000 1.600

λ31 4.000 1.000 1.600 3.200 1.280

λ41 2.500 0.625 1.000 2.000 0.800

λ12 1.000 1.250 2.500 5.000 1.250

λ22 1.000 1.250 2.500 5.000 1.250

λ32 0.800 1.000 2.000 4.000 1.000

λ42 0.400 0.500 1.000 2.000 0.500

Φ11 0.640 10.240 4.000 1.000 6.250

Φ22 25.000 16.000 4.000 1.000 16.000

Φ12 0.960 3.072 0.960 0.240 2.400

Θ11,11 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000

Θ21,21 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Θ31,31 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

Θ41,41 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000

Θ12,12 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000

Θ22,22 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000 7.000

Θ32,32 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Θ42,42 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000

Θ11,12 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200

Θ21,22 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500

Θ31,32 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250

Θ41,42 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500
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TABLE 6

Estimated combinations of model parameters for second example (unrestricted model), de-
pending on alternative scaling methods.

Marker 1 Marker 3 Marker 4 Factor Effects

λ21
λ11

5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000

λ31
λ11

4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

λ41
λ11

2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500

λ11
λ31

0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250

λ21
λ31

1.250 1.250 1.250 1.250 1.250

λ41
λ31

0.625 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.625

λ11
λ41

0.400 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.400

λ21
λ41

2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000

λ31
λ41

1.600 1.600 1.600 1.600 1.600

λ11
√

Φ11 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.800

λ21
√

Φ11 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

λ31
√

Φ11 3.200 3.200 3.200 3.200 3.200

λ41
√

Φ11 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000

λ11
(λ11 + . . .+ λ41) /4

0.320 0.320 0.320 0.320 0.320

λ21
(λ11 + . . .+ λ41) /4

1.600 1.600 1.600 1.600 1.600

λ31
(λ11 + . . .+ λ41) /4

1.280 1.280 1.280 1.280 1.280

λ41
(λ11 + . . .+ λ41) /4

0.800 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.800
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TABLE 7

Estimated combinations of model parameters for second example (unrestricted model), de-
pending on alternative scaling methods.

Marker 1 Marker 3 Marker 4 Factor Effects

λ22
λ12

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

λ32
λ12

0.800 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.800

λ42
λ12

0.400 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.400

λ12
λ32

1.250 1.250 1.250 1.250 1.250

λ22
λ32

1.250 1.250 1.250 1.250 1.250

λ42
λ32

0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500

λ12
λ42

2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500

λ22
λ42

2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500 2.500

λ32
λ42

2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000

λ12
√

Φ22 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000

λ22
√

Φ22 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000

λ32
√

Φ22 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

λ42
√

Φ22 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000

λ12
(λ12 + . . .+ λ42) /4

1.250 1.250 1.250 1.250 1.250

λ22
(λ12 + . . .+ λ42) /4

1.250 1.250 1.250 1.250 1.250

λ32
(λ12 + . . .+ λ42) /4

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

λ42
(λ12 + . . .+ λ42) /4

0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500
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TABLE 8

Estimated combinations of model parameters for second example (unrestricted model), de-
pending on alternative scaling methods.

Marker 1 Marker 3 Marker 4 Factor Effects

Φ11λ
2
11 0.640 0.640 0.640 0.640 0.640

Φ22λ
2
12 25.000 25.000 25.000 25.000 25.000

Φ12λ11λ12 0.960 0.960 0.960 0.960 0.960

Φ11λ
2
31 10.240 10.240 10.240 10.240 10.240

Φ22λ
2
32 16.000 16.000 16.000 16.000 16.000

Φ12λ31λ32 3.072 3.072 3.072 3.072 3.072

Φ11λ
2
41 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

Φ22λ
2
42 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000 4.000

Φ12λ41λ42 0.960 0.960 0.960 0.960 0.960

Φ12√
Φ11Φ22

0.240 0.240 0.240 0.240 0.240

Φ11 ·
(
λ11 + . . .+ λ41

4

)2

6.250 6.250 6.250 6.250 6.250

Φ22 ·
(
λ12 + . . .+ λ42

4

)2

16.000 16.000 16.000 16.000 16.000

Φ12 ·
λ11 + . . .+ λ41

4
· λ12 + . . .+ λ42

4
2.400 2.400 2.400 2.400 2.400
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TABLE 9

Transformations of population quantities that model parameters estimate under alternative scaling methods in first example.
Ei (i = 1, . . . , 4) denote the error terms of the indicators.

Fixed Marker Fixed Factor Effects Coding

λ1
A→ X1

A→ X1
= 1 (A→ X1) ·

√
Var(A)

A→ X1

(A→X1)+(A→X2)
2

λ2
A→ X2

A→ X1
(A→ X2) ·

√
Var(A)

A→ X2

(A→X1)+(A→X2)
2

λ3
B → X3

B → X3
= 1 (B → X3) ·

√
Var(B)

B → X3

(B→X3)+(B→X4)
2

λ4
B → X4

B → X3
(B → X4) ·

√
Var(B)

B → X4

(B→X3)+(B→X4)
2

ΦAA Var(A) · (A→ X1)
2 Var(A)

Var(A)
= 1 Var(A) ·

(
(A→ X1) + (A→ X2)

2

)2

ΦBB Var(B) · (B → X3)
2 Var(B)

Var(B)
= 1 Var(B) ·

(
(B → X3) + (B → X4)

2

)2

ΦAB Cov(A,B) · (A→ X1) · (B → X3) Corr(A,B) Cov(A,B) · (A→ X1) + (A→ X2)

2
· (B → X3) + (B → X4)

2

Θ11 Var(E1) Var(E1) Var(E1)

Θ22 Var(E2) Var(E2) Var(E2)

Θ33 Var(E3) Var(E3) Var(E3)

Θ44 Var(E4) Var(E4) Var(E4)
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TABLE 10

Transformations of population quantities that model parameters estimate under alternative scaling methods in second example.
Ej1, Ej2 (j = 1, . . . , 4) denote the error terms of the indicators at times 1 and 2.

Marker i (i = 1, 3, 4) Factor Effects

λj1
A1 → Xj1

A1 → Xi1
(A1 → Xj1) ·

√
Var(A1)

A1 → Xj1

A1 → X•1

λj2
A2 → Xj2

A2 → Xi2
(A2 → Xj2) ·

√
Var(A2)

A2 → Xj2

A2 → X•2

Φ11 Var(A1) · (A1 → Xi1)
2 Var(A1)

Var(A1)
= 1 Var(A1) ·A1 → X•1

2

Φ22 Var(A2) · (A2 → Xi2)
2 Var(A2)

Var(A2)
= 1 Var(A2) ·A2 → X•2

2

Φ12 Cov(A1, A2) · (A1 → Xi1) · (A2 → Xi2) Corr(A1, A2) Cov(A1, A2) ·A1 → X•1 ·A2 → X•2

Θj1,j1 Var(Ej1) Var(Ej1) Var(Ej1)

Θj2,j2 Var(Ej2) Var(Ej2) Var(Ej2)

Θj1,j2 Cov(Ej1, Ej2) Cov(Ej1, Ej2) Cov(Ej1, Ej2)
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